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ABSTRACT
Introduction Thrombocytopaenia is one of the most 
common haemostatic abnormalities among neonates. It 
affects approximately one- quarter of neonates admitted 
into neonatal intensive care units and may lead to a 
high risk of bleeding and mortality, which are substantial 
causes for concern by neonatologists. Platelet transfusion 
(PT) is a specific treatment for thrombocytopaenia. To date, 
PT thresholds are diverse since the associations between 
low platelet count and negative outcomes are not clear. 
We propose this protocol for a systematic review to collect 
and assess evidence concerning the best PT threshold 
to reduce mortality, bleeding and major morbidity among 
neonates with thrombocytopaenia.
Methods and analysis The systematic review will 
be performed according to the Cochrane Handbook 
for Systematic Review of Interventions, the Preferred 
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta- 
Analyses statement, and the Grading of Recommendations 
Assessment, Development and Evaluation system. Two 
independent researchers will perform the study selection, 
data extraction/coding, quality assessment and further 
analyses of the included studies, with disagreements being 
resolved by a third researcher. A systematic search of 
the literature will be conducted in the PubMed, Cochrane 
Library and Embase databases from database inception 
through 13 October 2020. All randomised controlled trials, 
cohort studies and case–control studies will be included 
without any restrictions regarding publication date or 
language. The primary outcomes will comprise in- hospital 
mortality and bleeding episodes. Endnote X9 and Review 
Manager V.5.3 software will be used to manage the 
selection process and statistical analysis, respectively. 
If the included studies are sufficient and homogeneous 
for any of the outcomes, a quantitative synthesis (meta- 
analysis) may be performed. Otherwise, we will conduct a 
narrative systematic review of the results.
Ethics and dissemination Ethical approval is not 
required for this study because the data will be obtained 
from published studies and will not include individual 
patient data. The results of this study are anticipated to be 
published in a peer- reviewed journal.
PROSPERO registration number CRD42020169262.

BACKGROUND
Thrombocytopaenia, defined as a platelet 
count less than 150×109/L, is a common 
haemostatic abnormality among neonates, 

particularly premature infants.1 2 The aeti-
ology of thrombocytopaenia is complicated 
and involves multiple factors, including 
abnormal immunity, infection and 
asphyxia.3–7 Thrombocytopaenia may be a 
sole clinical manifestation of alloimmune 
thrombocytopaenia or a complication of 
other diseases, such as intrauterine growth 
restriction, polycythaemia, sepsis or necro-
tising enterocolitis (NEC).3–5 8 Approximately 
9.4%–35% of neonates admitted to neonatal 
intensive care units (NICUs) develop throm-
bocytopaenia.5 9–12 Theoretically, neonates 
with thrombocytopaenia may develop a high 
risk of bleeding and mortality. This increased 
risk is attributed to the important role of 
platelets in the whole process of haemostasis, 
and thrombocytopaenia may lead to dysfunc-
tional haemostasis. Thus, this condition is 
a significant and unresolved problem for 
neonatologists.

Platelet transfusion (PT) is commonly 
used as a prophylactic and therapeutic treat-
ment for bleeding episodes in neonates with 

Strengths and limitations of this study

 ► This study will be the most recent systematic review 
to evaluate the platelet transfusion threshold for ne-
onates with thrombocytopaenia based on recent ev-
idence. We will include randomised controlled trials 
and observational studies and separately combine 
the results of each study design.

 ► Comprehensive and extensive analyses of the out-
comes, including in- hospital mortality, bleeding 
events, morbidity, adverse effects of transfusion and 
length of stay, will be performed.

 ► The review will be performed according to the 
Cochrane Handbook and the Preferred Reporting 
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta- Analyses 
statement.

 ► Formal risk of bias analyses will be performed. The 
quality of evidence will be affected by the bias in 
original studies.

 ► The results of this systematic review may be helpful 
for both clinical decisions and further study.
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thrombocytopaenia. To date, the relationship between 
a low platelet count and major bleeding or mortality is 
not clear, and the efficacy of PT remains controversial, 
as supported by the evidence from recent trials.5 13–15 
Current guidelines generally recommend prophylactic 
PT for neonates with thrombocytopaenia.16–19 The 
recommended thresholds vary from 20×109/L to 
3015–17 20–25×109/L for non- bleeding stable neonates, while 
the thresholds range from 30×109/L to 50 15 21 24–26×109/L 
for non- bleeding unstable neonates. These guidelines are 
consensus guidelines rather than evidence- based guide-
lines.19 27 Thus, a wide range of PT thresholds has been 
reported among different NICUs.28 29

Theoretically, compared with that at a low threshold, 
PT at a high threshold may reduce the risks of severe 
thrombocytopaenia, subsequent mortality and bleeding 
episodes. Surprisingly, a recent randomised controlled 
trial (RCT) reported that compared with PT at a low 
threshold, PT at a high threshold increased the mortality 
rate and bleeding events in preterm infants with severe 
thrombocytopaenia.14 On the other hand, as an inva-
sive therapy, PT is associated with some acknowledged 
adverse events, including transfusion- transmitted infec-
tions, bacterial sepsis, febrile non- haemolytic transfusion 
reaction, transfusion- associated circulatory overload, 
transfusion- related acute lung injury and immune- 
mediated platelet destruction.3 30–32 Furthermore, PT 
has a higher risk of these adverse events than transfu-
sions of other blood products due to its proinflammatory 
function.

Recently, additional clinical trials regarding PT in 
neonates with thrombocytopaenia have been completed. 
Several reports have argued that a lower transfusion 
threshold may reduce the incidence of unnecessary 
transfusions and financial costs without the extra risks of 
bleeding and mortality.13 15 We will perform this system-
atic review and meta- analysis to summarise current 
evidence for PT in neonates and assess the safety and best 
threshold for PT.

Objectives
We propose this protocol for a systematic review to collect 
and assess the evidence concerning the best threshold 
for PT to reduce mortality, bleeding and major morbidity 
among neonates with thrombocytopaenia. We will further 
explore the best thresholds for PT in neonates with 
thrombocytopaenia due to various causes and specific 
clinical characteristics. Furthermore, the safety of PT 
will be assessed by comparing its side effects at different 
thresholds.

METHODS AND ANALYSIS
This protocol will be conducted based on the Preferred 
Reporting Items for Systematic Review and Meta- Analysis 
Protocols 2015 guidelines,33 and a subsequent system-
atic review will be performed according to the Cochrane 
Handbook for Systematic Review of Interventions,34 the 

Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and 
Meta- Analyses (PRISMA) statement35 and the Grading of 
Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evalu-
ation (GRADE) approach.36

Data sources and search strategy
Comprehensive searches will be separately performed by 
two independent researchers in the PubMed, Cochrane 
Library and Embase databases from database inception 
through 13 October 2020. No restrictions on language 
will be applied to the search. We will use the following 
keywords for the search and selection of relevant studies.
1. For neonates, the following combination of search 

terms will be used: “infant” or “newborn” or “neo-
natal” or “neonate” or “preterm” or “premature” or 
“neonatology”.

2. For thrombocytopaenia, the following search terms 
will be used: “thrombocytopaenia” or “thrombocyto-
paenic” or “NT”.

3. For PT, the following search terms will be used: “plate-
let transfusion” or “platelet infusion therapy” or “plate-
let administration” or “PT”.

4. Steps 1, 2 and 3 will be combined with “and”.
The detailed search strategy is shown in online supple-

mental table 1.
Furthermore, we will manually check the references 

of all identified trials, relevant systematic reviews and 
current treatment guidelines to avoid missing important 
studies. Missing data will be handled by contacting rele-
vant investigators for unreported materials or additional 
details.

Study eligibility
Types of studies
We will include RCTs, cohort studies and case–control 
studies and exclude animal studies, in vitro studies, cross- 
sectional studies, case reports, case series and secondary 
or tertiary articles (systematic reviews and meta- analyses).

If enough data are available from only RCTs that will 
answer the questions posed by this review, we will report 
only data from RCTs.

Types of participants
Newborn infants with thrombocytopaenia (platelet counts 
<150×109/L, the diagnosis was established at less than 28 
postnatal days, and the follow- up time could extend to a 
postnatal age >28 days) who were admitted to the NICU 
will be included. We will exclude studies of infants with 
congenital malformations.14

Types of interventions and comparators
The intervention of the included studies is PT for throm-
bocytopaenia. We will compare the effects of different 
transfusion platelet count thresholds and record the type 
and dose of the platelet component received.

Types of outcomes
The primary outcome will be in- hospital mortality 
or bleeding episodes (including intraventricular 
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haemorrhage (IVH), intracranial haemorrhage, pulmo-
nary haemorrhage, frank rectal bleeding and other 
bleeding).

The secondary outcomes will be morbidity (including 
patent ductus arteriosus, sepsis, NEC, bronchopulmo-
nary dysplasia (BPD), retinopathy of prematurity (ROP), 
etc), adverse effects of transfusion and the length of stay 
(LOS).5 14 29 37–39 Detailed descriptions of the outcome 
measures are provided in online supplemental table 
2. If the data are sufficient, we will conduct additional 
analyses according to the severity of the outcomes (eg, 
severe IVH (grade III or IV)). The minimum length of 
follow- up for assessing these outcomes should include the 
time point for their diagnosis (eg, the follow- up for BPD 
should extend to 28 postnatal days). If a similar outcome 
measure had different follow- up times in different orig-
inal studies, we will try to manage the data according to 
the timeline.

If the studies provide both adjusted and unadjusted 
results, only the adjusted results will be presented in the 
review.

Study selection
Two researchers will independently screen the titles and 
abstracts of the references retrieved by the searches. If 
eligible, the full texts of potential references will be 
obtained and assessed by the two researchers. Studies 
approved by both investigators will be included in this 
meta- analysis. Discrepancies in inclusion and exclusion 
decisions will be solved by a third senior researcher. 
Endnote X9 software will be used to track and manage 
the selection process, and a PRISMA flow diagram will 
be constructed to depict this process (see online supple-
mental figure 1).

Data extraction
Structured extraction sheets (see online supplemental 
tables 3.1–3.3) and Review Manager V.5.3 (Cochrane 
Collaboration, Oxford, UK) software will be used for data 
extraction by two independent investigators, and disagree-
ments will be resolved by a third senior researcher. The 
included data items are as follows:
1. Publication and study details: authors, year of pub-

lication, country, study design and number of 
participants.

2. Clinical characteristics: gestational age (GA), birth 
weight (BW), platelet count before transfusion or se-
verity of thrombocytopaenia, platelet count thresh-
olds, type and dose of platelet component, and the 
number of PTs.

3. Outcomes: mortality, bleeding episodes, IVH grade, 
NEC, BPD, ROP, sepsis and LOS.

4. Other information: any sponsorship or funding.
Attempts will be made to retrieve missing information 

by contacting relevant investigators for unreported data 
or additional details.

Risk of bias in individual studies
Risk of bias will be assessed by two independent reviewers, 
and disagreement will be resolved by a third reviewer.

For RCTs, the ‘Risk of Bias Assessment Tool’ in Review 
Manager V.5.3 software (Cochrane Collaboration, UK) 
will be used. This tool includes random sequence gener-
ation (selection bias), allocation concealment (selection 
bias), blinding of participants and personnel (perfor-
mance bias), blinding of outcome assessment (detection 
bias), incomplete outcome data (attrition bias), selective 
reporting (reporting bias) and other bias. The bias of the 
included studies will be divided into a high risk of bias, 
low risk of bias or unclear risk of bias in each domain (see 
online supplemental table 4).40

The Newcastle- Ottawa Scale will be used for observa-
tional studies in terms of selection, comparability and 
outcome, with a minimum score of 0 and a maximum 
score of 9. Trials with scores of 9 points will be graded as 
high quality, and trials with scores of 1–8 points will be 
graded as low quality (see online supplemental table 5).

Data synthesis
When the studies are sufficiently homogeneous for any of 
the described outcome measures, a quantitative synthesis 
(meta- analysis) may be performed according to the 
recommendations of the Cochrane Handbook. If quan-
titative analysis cannot be performed, a narrative system-
atic review of the results from the studies included will be 
conducted, and we will not pool the data from the indi-
vidual studies.

For dichotomous data (occurrence of mortality, 
bleeding events, morbidity, adverse events, etc), the risk 
ratio will be used in the analysis of RCTs and cohort 
studies and the OR will be used for case–control studies. 
For continuous data (GA, BW, etc), the mean difference 
(MD) or standardised MD with 95% CIs will be used to 
represent the summary statistics of the outcome with the 
same units or different scales, respectively.

Assessment of heterogeneity
The χ² test (p≤0.1 indicates substantial or considerable 
heterogeneity) will be used to determine whether hetero-
geneity is statistically significant. Additionally, we will 
assess the degree of statistical heterogeneity by examining 
I². The data will be pooled by applying a random- effects 
model following I2≥50% or p≤0.1. Otherwise, the fixed- 
effects model will be used.

Sensitivity analysis
We will assess the robustness of the results by including 
or excluding controversial studies, such as low- quality 
studies or studies with temporal ambiguity (eg, whether 
the bleeding event occurred after PT is unknown).

Subgroup analysis
If sufficient data are identified, subgroup analyses will be 
performed to detect possible heterogeneity based on the 
following participant characteristics:
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1. GA (<28 weeks, 28–32 weeks, 32–37 weeks and >37 
weeks).

2. BW (<1000 g, 1000–1500 g, 1500–2500 g and >2500 g).
3. The severity of thrombocytopaenia (mild (100–150 

×109/L), moderate (50–100 ×109/L) and severe (<50 
×109/L)).

4. The platelet count thresholds for PT.
5. The cause of thrombocytopaenia.
6. The design of the study (RCTs and cohort studies).

We will explore the possible heterogeneity among 
subgroups using I2 and p values.

Quality of the evidence
We will use the GRADE approach36 40 to assess the quality 
of evidence and propose to present ‘Summary of find-
ings’ tables (see online supplemental table 6). We will 
construct funnel plots and perform the Egger’s test to 
assess publication bias for each of the pooled outcomes 
when more than 10 included studies are available. Asym-
metry may arise as a result of publication bias or a rela-
tionship between the trial size and effect size. Egger’s 
linear regression analysis will be performed to test for 
funnel plot asymmetry.

Patient and public involvement
No patients will be involved.

DISCUSSION
Due to the limited number of RCTs, observational 
studies are a great source of potentially high- quality data. 
Furthermore, observational studies have additional bene-
fits that may justify the evidence obtained from RCTs. 
We will include RCTs and observational studies in this 
review because of the limited number of relevant RCTs 
examining neonates with thrombocytopaenia. We will 
separately combine the results of RCTs and observational 
studies. To the best of our knowledge, this review will be 
the most recent systematic review determining the best 
PT threshold for neonates with thrombocytopaenia who 
are admitted to NICUs. We expect to provide the best 
available evidence for neonatologists and guideline devel-
opers on PT, which will help both clinical practice and 
further study design.
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